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<Overview>
I. Theme
＊2019 version [Toner Market Forecast]＊
“The Future of the Toner Industry: The Safe and Sound Operation Required”
=The latest move by HP and Xerox Corp., and the developments of the environmental regulations and total cost reduction efforts=

II. Abstract
The environment surrounding the toner business has begun to move drastically.
Xerox Corp. announced that it will use its own chemically prepared toner for A3 MFP supplied by HP
for the first time, whereas HP will switch a chemically prepared toner supplier from Lotte Fine
Chemical to Mitsubishi Chemical, showing there’s a major change regarding its toner supplier
relationship.
In the meantime, we should not forget the impact of the environmental regulations applied in China
and an explosion at a chemical plant that, as a result, has stopped the supply of yellow colorant
materials among some makers, which caused a chaotic competition for the materials and sharp price
hikes by several times in the country.
Turning to new toner, Konica Minolta rolled out a fifth-generation toner that’s improved the image
quality. There’s also speculation that some maker will soon unveil updated new toner.
A toner business is firmly built upon the pillars of “service,” “delivery,” and “sales route” to generate
profits but they are now changing, as evidenced by “the consolidated service sector” as a result of fewer
service opportunities, “combined shipping of toner,” which used to be dispatched separately by color,
and “lower direct sales rate of hardware machines” to save sales costs. All these strenuous efforts have
a significant impact on the toner business profits.
Under these circumstances, it’s worth trying to know the toner makers’ strategic move in terms of
sales volume and value, cost, sales region, technical trend, and any alliance with a focus on the next
ten years.
And how are they going to respond to Chinese third-party makers with growing presence every year
and mushrooming Chinese printer makers, on top of genuine toner makers?
As a matter of course, any change in the toner business will have a major impact on the resin,
colorant, carrier, magnetic oxide, CCA, WAX, and carbon black industries.
This year's report examines and analyzes trends in the toner and related industry in response to
these activities from a stage of development to production and supply relationships. We hope our
report helps readers with their successful business.
III. Items and Makers
1. Target Items
1) Toner: (1) Pulverized toner (color and monochrome) (2) Chemically prepared toner (color and monochrome)

2) Resin for toner: (1) Polyester-based resin (2) Styrene-acrylic-based resin (3) Others 3) Carriers 4)
Magnetic oxide 5) Charge control agents (CCA) 6) Colorants for color toner 7) External additives 8)
Carbon black 9) Toner wax 10) Other related items
2. Target makers
1) Major makers and dealers: Toner makers (75 at home and abroad) / Toner resin makers (22) /
Carrier makers (4) / Magnetic oxide makers (4) / CCA makers (10) / Colorant makers (9) / External
additive makers (14) / Carbon black makers (3) / Wax makers (9) 2) Other related makers
IV. Research Period and Methodology
1. Research Period: From 2017 to 2023
2. Methodology
1) On-site and in-person interviews with target makers
2) Analysis and review of open literatures, materials, statistics, and other sources
3) Analysis of Data Supply's own proprietary database
V. Format and Report Preparation Period
1. Research Form: This is a multi-client study.
2. Research Period: From July to mid-August, 2019
3. Publication Date (A4 size in PDF format): October 18, 2019 (English version)
4. How to Apply: Please apply via email. Please indicate your company name, department, office
phone number, and your name in your email and send it at infods@datasupply.jp
5. Price: $6,000- (English version)
6. Researchers: Mr. Yukio YAMAMOTO, Mr. Kosuke YOSHIDA and Mr. Masafumi HARIU
Phone: 03-3831-9201, FAX: 03-3831-9204 Homepage: http://www.datasupply.jp/index(english).html
E-mail: <yamamoto@datasupply.jp> <yoshida@datasupply.jp> <hariu@datasupply.jp>
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